
COPY REPRESENTATION FROM CLLR EDWARDS  

 

Cllr Jackie Edwards 

Good afternoon 
I am writing with some concern over application reference 185718 for the residential 

address of 137 Redhill Drive Bournemouth BH10 6AH for an alcohol licence. The application 

is for supply of alcohol for delivery 11am -11pm every day.  

I believe that this application has potential for a public nuisance with vehicles movements 

up to 11pm every day causing a noise nuisance for neighbours. There could also be highway 

issues as there is a bus stop immediately outside and a zebra crossing with the associated 

broken lines close by. There is the likelihood of deliveries illegally parking whilst visiting the 

premises.  

There needs to be safeguards in place such as Challenge 25 or appropriate over 18 ID to 

ensure the alcohol is not being delivered to minors. There needs to be a limit of delivery to 

one address to stop it being resold to others. Are there measures in place to ensure that is 

not fake or tampered with alcohol? Is the delivery driver at risk if age is challenged and they 

refuse to hand over the alcohol?  

This house backs onto Hill View primary school and is also opposite a public park which is 

not ideal. What guarantees will be given to prevent any potential harm to children? There 

absolutely must be no takeaway alcohol. There are several premises close by selling alcohol 

and with the park opposite I would not want to see an increase in anti-social behaviour. 

What security measures will be in place especially with having alcohol in volume stored at a 

residential property?  

In summary this is a residential house mixing and then delivering alcohol which would be 

best suited on an industrial site away from children and any neighbours that it could have an 

impact on security wise, noise wise and with potential highway issues.  

 
 
Kind Regards 
Jackie Edwards 
Ward Councillor Redhill & Northbourne ( Conservative) 
 
Email jackie.edwards@bcpcouncil.gov.uk 
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